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Labor Regulation as Family Regulation:
Decent Work and Decent Families

Arianne Renan Barzilay†

“The normal behavior of husband and wife... toward each other is beyond the law—as long as the family is ‘healthy.’ The law comes in when things go wrong.”

- Kahn-Freund

It is due time that we understood that regulating the family has been a longstanding goal of labor regulation. This article presents the trajectory of labor regulation as family regulation. It provides a history of the “decent standards” discourse pertaining to wage and hour regulation, and reveals its double meanings: to provide “decent work” and to promote “decent families.” It terms the goal of providing decent standards of work and wages as “productive decency” and the goals pertaining to family decency, proper gender norms, and sexual purity as “repressive decency.” It shows how labor regulation surprisingly began in the Progressive Era as a means to lower divorce rates by fighting prostitution and address concerns over maternal functions and domestic roles in the family at the beginning of the 20th century, and how it culminated in the New Deal as reproducing the husband-as-breadwinner family model in the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. Despite the notion that federal law does not interfere in the personal relationship between husband and wife in such mundane and private issues as “who does the dishes,” regulating the family has, in fact, been a longstanding goal of labor regulation. Understanding labor regulation as regulating the family
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allows scholars and lawmakers to revisit the family model as established through existing labor law and to redesign the law for the twenty-first century. The article concludes by suggesting that the 2010 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act should be understood as a new “entering wedge” toward a re-working of the relationship between the labor market, husbands, wives, and families, and that additional reform is highly merited in light of both the historically-conscious trajectory put forth, and contemporary ideologies about gender and the family.

INTRODUCTION

Ensuring “decent” working conditions has been central to the enactment of labor regulation in the United States and is a cornerstone term in labor law discourse. However, legal scholars rarely explore the meaning


of decency in this discourse. Taking into consideration gender and class, this article unpacks the cornerstone term “decency” in wage and hour regulation history from the Progressive Era to the New Deal. This article argues that, although “decency” provides decent standards of work and wages, “decency” also has repressive meanings pertaining to family decency, proper gender roles, and sexual purity. The article terms the former “productive decency” and the latter “repressive decency.”

It is due time to revisit the history of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (FLSA or “the Act”) and understand the origins and goals of federal labor regulation as family regulation. The legal eye has largely neglected to see how labor legislation has actively formed the relationship between husband and wife. This could be a result of the dominance of the family-autonomy doctrine, or the prevalence of federal non-intervention in the family jurisprudence. This article shows how federal labor law has structured a family model in indirect but conscious ways, de-facto constituting the power relations and dynamics of family relations, and demonstrates that family regulation has been a goal of labor regulation. Labor regulation’s entangled history reveals that constructing gender roles in the family have been longstanding goals of labor regulation, and federal labor regulation at that.

The enactment of federal labor legislation was the product of decades of advocacy by Progressives and women reformers. This article shows how labor regulation’s long history is embedded with anxiety over changing sexual and gender norms, the stability of the white, middle-class family, the future of motherhood, and gender roles in the family. Labor regulation’s early origins in the late nineteenth century surprisingly point to the regulation of prostitution and protection of families from venereal diseases—both believed to bring about family degeneration by raising divorce rates and lowering birth rates. Later in the early decades of the twentieth century, labor regulation was enacted primarily in relation to women’s potential motherhood, and protection of maternal functions. And, finally, the enactment of the FLSA during the Great Depression as a centerpiece of President Roosevelt’s New Deal legislation was a means of


4. Recently writing about the International Labor Organization’s program for “decent work,” one scholar noted that “there may be a lack of understanding as to what exactly is meant by ‘Decent Work,’” as the term “for nearly all Americans is an unfamiliar term.” Janice R. Bellace, Achieving Social Justice: The Nexus Between ILO’s Fundamental Rights and Decent Work, 15 EMP. RTS. & EMP. POL’Y 5, 7-8 & n.9 (2011).


6. See generally Renan Barzilay, supra note 2 (arguing that women reformers were instrumental in the enactment of labor regulation in the Progressive and New Deal Eras).
protecting a specific family model of male-breadwinning, and a decent, "traditional" family life. Its goals were not just the spreading of work and saving the economy, it was aimed to promote "decent standards," and as this article shows, to reinstate the "decent" family, with its husband-as-breadwinner and the wife-as-dependent model. The discourse from the FLSA's legislative history clearly reflects the "decent" family notion that cast husbands as breadwinners and as the main beneficiaries of the Act.

Since it is clear that labor law has taken part in the construction of the "decent", male-breadwinner family model, and that today this is a widely contested family model, it is time to redesign labor law to better correspond with present-day ideas about the family and gender roles within it. In 2010, President Obama's health care reform bill added a new provision to the FLSA, which provides "reasonable break time" for working mothers to extract breast-milk for feeding their newborn children. The article suggests that Obama's amendment to the FLSA has been a step in this direction, and that additional reform is merited in light of the trajectory of labor regulation as family regulation and current ideologies about gender and the family.

I.
THE GOALS OF LABOR LAW AND THE MYTHS OF NON-INTERVENTION IN THE FAMILY

FLSA was a center-piece of New Deal Labor Legislation advanced by President Roosevelt during the Great Depression. Its major provisions established a minimum-wage floor, and maximum-hours with an overtime provision, for employees engaged in interstate commerce. The FLSA was concerned with labor conditions detrimental to the maintenance of minimum standards of living for workers and their purchasing power, and addressed the unequal bargaining power of workers vis-à-vis management. Its primary purpose was to alleviate unemployment by spreading available work among many workers. But the FLSA was not just the product of

---

Depression Era politics; it was the result of efforts dating back to the late nineteenth century to promulgate labor standards.\(^{11}\)

The goals of labor regulation, in general, tend to include the facilitation of labor organization and collective bargaining, worker participation, and even the promotion of efficiency and redistribution.\(^{12}\) While the “basic idea” of labor regulation still seems to be the protection of workers, guaranteeing “decent work,” and correcting the bargaining power imbalance between employer and employee, other rationales and purposes, such as distributing labor market opportunities among workers, have been put forth.\(^{13}\) Still, it is commonly agreed that a major tenant of labor regulation is to provide “decent work” for all, usually meaning decent conditions of work, pay, job security, and collective bargaining; however, the idea of “decency” has not fully been explored. I argue that a major meaning of decency has been neglected: a component, which I term “repressive decency”, pertaining to the idea of a “decent family” as reflected in the history of the FLSA. This neglect, in turn, has obscured an important goal of labor regulation: regulating the family.

The legal eye has largely overlooked how labor legislation has actively formed the relationship between husband and wife. This overlook may have resulted from the dominance of the family-autonomy doctrine and the prevalence of federal “non-intervention in the family” jurisprudence. These double myths of non-intervention in the family have compiled to obscure how federal labor regulation regulates the family. The family-autonomy doctrine—the belief that the government should not intervene in private family relations—is a pillar in family law.\(^{14}\) The Supreme Court has long recognized the marital relationship as an area of privacy meriting staunch protection.\(^{15}\) The very idea that the state, through its laws, might intervene in private, mundane family issues and tell us how “to do [our] dishes” is,
for example, considered an infringement of fundamental rights. According to the family-autonomy doctrine, insofar as the law constitutes family relationships (for example, by determining who can marry, or how to divorce), the law should not interfere in the ongoing everyday private relationship, save in extreme circumstances, such as violence and abusive behavior. Furthermore, despite mounting evidence to the contrary, family law continues to be regarded as a matter of state, not federal responsibility. The following narrative challenges these two mythical pillars of family law.

II. A TRAJECTORY OF LABOR LEGISLATION AS FAMILY REGULATION

A. Historical Background

During the late nineteenth century, immigration, industrialization, and urbanization changed American society from essentially agrarian to an industrial one. Following the Industrial Revolution, factories mushroomed in American cities, changing the nature of labor. Young and single recent émigrées were hired in garment and food production industries where they worked long hours earning meager pay. During this time, family life changed rapidly: working-class women were joining the industrial labor force in huge numbers and middle-class women were creating a national network of organizations for social reform. The dislocating forces of urbanization, massive immigration, and industrialization, triggered social

17. For laws giving exceptions for domestic violence and abusive behavior, see generally Jeannie Suk, Criminal Law Comes Home, 116 YALE L.J. 2, 6 (2006). Additionally, insofar as the law constitutes family relationships by deciding the major questions of who can marry, how to divorce, it does so in the local realm by means of the State. See Jill Elaine Hasday, Federalism and the Family Reconstructed, 45 UCLA L. REV. 1297 (1998).
unrest as wealth inequality in American society widened. Middle-class reformers, known as "Progressives," argued that families crippled with excessive poverty, unemployment, and dreadful work conditions "could not expect to produce contributing members of society."

Women Progressives were central to the activism that brought about legal measures needed to address these concerns. Some women Progressives formed settlement houses in poor neighborhoods to provide educational and cultural activities for the working-class. One of the most famous of such settlements was Hull House, founded by Jane Addams and like-minded women reformers in Chicago. In the mostly female garment industry, workers often labored ten to fourteen hour days, earning meager pay and Hull House reformers were moved by the working conditions of women and children in factories and sweatshops. Addams claimed that "the very existence of the State depends upon the character of its citizens, therefore if certain industrial conditions are forcing the workers below the standard of decency, it becomes possible to deduce the right of State regulation." Women reformers advocated for the government to take responsibility for working conditions and believed that the government should enact laws to provide minimum wages and improved working conditions.

This ideology, which I termed elsewhere "Standards of Decency," advocates for better wages and working conditions, and permeated New Deal labor regulation discourse. Reformers justified regulation to promote Standards of Decency aiming to provide citizens with a decent living—a life enriched by better wages, hours, working conditions, and even culture, clean air and water. This, the article terms "productive decency." Reformers' efforts started with regulating women's working conditions as

27. See Kathryn Kish Sklar, Hull House in the 1890s: A Community of Women Reformers, 10 Signs 658, 675 (1985) (discussing average wages and hours of garment workers at the end of the nineteenth century); see also Woloch, supra note 22, at 5.
30. Renan Barzilay, supra note 2, at 171.
31. Id.
“entering wedges” that could bring about change in the labor market as a whole. But throughout the Progressive Era and New Deal, the quest for “Standards of Decency” gained additional meanings pertaining to family and gender “decency.” Standards of Decency created not only productive decency—“decent standards”—like those of promoting better labor standards through minimum wages and reasonable hours but these Standards of Decency also carried a “repressive” meaning of “decency.” “Repressive decency” pertains to women’s chastity, family decency, and gendered domestic roles. A “decent” family usually meant a family exhibiting white middle-class values, such as female domesticity and sexual purity, in which gender roles were fixed: in decent families, the husband was provider-breadwinner while his wife was dependent-homemaker.

B. Sexual Morality and Saving the Family from Degeneration

Labor regulation during the Progressive Era was embedded with family regulation. Progressive Era reformers tied together the discourse over labor conditions and the increasing practice in which young working-class women were providing sexual favors in exchange for pay, which was undermining the decent family notion of the respectable middle-class. Starting as early as the Progressive Era, labor regulation was closely entangled with regulating the family.

Men and women were engaged in separate spheres of activity in the nineteenth century: men in the market, business, and the professions, and women in the home. However, towards the turn of the twentieth century, due to increased urbanization and industrialization, more women began to move beyond the traditional domestic sphere and into the paid labor force. Other scholars have noted that “[f]rom 1880 to 1930 the female market labor force increased from 2.6 million to 10.8 million and the number of women gainfully employed grew almost twice as fast as the adult female population.” Still, while about a quarter of women over the age of fourteen were working in the marketplace by the 1920s, they were mostly confined to the low paid and repetitive work found in domestic service, the garment and food production industries, and some in pink-collar clerical and sales

33. Renan Barzilay, supra note 2, at 181.
34. JOANNE J. MEYEROWITZ, WOMEN ADRIFT: INDEPENDENT WAGE EARNERS IN CHICAGO, 1880-1930, at xvii (1988). While poor, black and immigrant women had long labored in the marketplace, “they had excited little public controversy because they had not been considered subject to middle class expectations of domesticity.” Weiner, supra note 21, at 4.
35. MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at xvii.
fields. Nonetheless, their massive marketplace participation fueled widespread anxiety about the changes in traditional family life.

The idea of the traditional family rested on “a deeply held and centuries-old faith that marriage was a permanent hierarchical relationship that made men into husbands and women into wives.” In the nineteenth century, this hierarchical relationship between husband and wife also meant that divisions of labor between home and market were prevalent, and that the authority over resources and allocation of duties rested with husbands. The turn of the century, however, witnessed angst over the future of this “traditional” family.

Beginning in the 1840s, women increasingly protested and critiqued traditional marriage arrangements. Women litigated marriage—some sued for husbands’ support, for custody over children, for confirmation of separate property, for separation, and for divorce. Rather than the arranged marriages of previous eras, “romantic love” became the most prevailing basis for marriage from the 1890s to the 1920s. For the upper levels of American society, divorce had become somewhat “fashionable” and twenty percent of those born between the end of the civil war and the turn of the century were divorced. A rising divorce rate threatened the idea of a lasting and stable traditional family life. Studies conducted at the time further showed that women were usually the initiators of divorce.

As for the men and women of the middle-class, many postponed marriage, and once married, postponed having their first child. Some women reformers, including Hull House reformer Florence Kelley, believed that the status of marriage was so undermined that the family would dissolve altogether. Marriage rates decreased as the first generation of college-educated women (the “Jane Addams[] generation”) was coming of age. 

---

38. WEINER, supra note 21, at 31-33.
40. HARTOG, supra note 37, at 2.
41. COTT, supra note 36, at 150.
42. MCGERR, supra note 20, at 11.
43. MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at 52.
44. ROSEN, supra note 23, at 44.
45. MCGERR, supra note 20, at 45.
46. See SKLAR, NATION’S WORK, supra note 28, at 182 (discussing Florence Kelley’s letters to other women reformers about the changes to marriage and family).
Perhaps this occurred because "going to Bryn Mawr College, which was regarded as extremely highbrow, was to damn oneself in the eyes of all right-thinking young males," or perhaps because, not keen on the prospect of intimacy with Victorian men, middle-class women of the Progressive Era were finding marriage less attractive. Women's college graduates were seeking to put their education to use in the marketplace, thus transgressing the gendered public-private divide. But not only were female college alumnae entering the "public" sphere, they were destabilizing the "private" one as well: their generation became the least likely to marry in American history. Those women who did get married came to expect more from their spouses, and increasingly "middle-class husbands and wives judged their spouses by the pleasures they provided—the quality of the home and its objects, the happiness of the marriage." By the turn of the century some women began advocating that women should not only be provided the opportunity to work when necessity insisted, but that women—even wives—might choose to do so. And yet, for the most part, still "[m]arriage and motherhood were assumed to be every woman's hope, and . . . were viewed as inconsistent with full-time employment for all but the economically pressed."

At the same time, the commercialization and technological changes brought about by the Industrial Revolution encroached on women's traditional roles in the private sphere. Traditionally female roles in the home could now be performed cheaply outside: in bakeries, laundromats, and garment sweatshops. Declining birth rates during this period show that women were having half as many children at the end of the nineteenth century as at its start. Additionally, venereal diseases, thought of as epidemics, were causing sterilization and birth defects.

The young woman worker surged into the workforce and came to symbolize a threat to middle-class ideals of traditional family life. Some believed that factory life deprived women of domestic attributes necessary for their traditional female role in the family, and damaged their potential to

47. McGerr, supra note 20, at 45-47.
48. Id. at 47.
50. McGerr, supra note 20, at 45.
51. Id. at 61.
52. KESSLER-HARRIS, OUT TO WORK, supra note 25, at 109-17.
53. COTT, supra note 36, at 167.
54. KESSLER-HARRIS, OUT TO WORK, supra note 25, at 110; see also McGerr, supra note 20, at 46.
55. ROSEN, supra note 23, at 45; MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at 52; WINIFRED D. WANDERSEE, WOMEN'S WORK AND FAMILY VALUES, 1920-1940, at 56 (1981).
become mothers. Accounts of the "miserable state of living"57 of the young woman worker, and concerns about debilitation resulting from overwork that might be transmitted through heredity to children and could permanently damage their futures were common. A lively debate about the impact of industrialism on the single woman worker's moral and physical potential for future motherhood began as the public discovery of the young working woman mirrored collective anxieties about changing gender roles, the family, and the fate of future generations.58

Many wage-earning women not only entered the marketplace labor force, but also lived apart from family or kin. They were popularly known as "women adrift": self-seeking women who shunned the constraints of family.59 They lived in urban working class neighborhoods, which came to be associated with the public display of sexuality.60 At the time, men and women made physical contact in the blossoming public dance halls and saloons often located in these neighborhoods. Further, with a surge of brothels and red-light districts in working class neighborhoods,61 prostitution had become more large scale, commercialized, and visible than before.62

Similarly, as more women entered the low-paying workforce, some women also entered into "urban subcultures in which they gave men sexual 'favors' in return for limited economic support."63 Often, these were factory girls who scraped by to make ends meet.64 They were "occasional" prostitutes—many did not actually belong to a brothel or have a pimp.65 They were often employed in the seasonal garment industry and would occasionally accept money for sex.66 Often, the boss or foreman would be their client.67 Sometimes, unmarried women who did not face dire economic difficulties risked "accusation of immorality" as women's employment became associated with prostitution.68 Employers and social reformers often

58. WIEBER, supra note 21, at 31-40.
59. MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at 3.
61. MCGERR, supra note 20, at 20-21.
62. ROSEN, supra note 23, at xii.
63. MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at xix.
64. MCGERR, supra note 20, at 21.
65. See KESSLER-HARRIS, supra note 25, at 102-03; MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at 101, 104-05.
67. See KESSLER-HARRIS, supra note 25, at 103, MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at 93.
68. MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at 41.
referred to female employees who accepted gifts as prostitutes. At times employers resorted to sexual innuendoes to discredit women workers, and in cases of worker upheaval, employers would have prostitutes join striking women workers, so as to allude that the women were all prostitutes. This linking of women’s employment in factories so closely with prostitution reflects the notion that women’s work per se was often considered immoral and inappropriate.

The prevalence of prostitution was especially concerning to Progressives because it was perceived as deeply connected to the degeneration of marriage and the family, the cornerstone of society. For one, it decreased the number of people “able and willing” to enter marriage: by entering prostitution, young girls were questioning their future roles as wives, and therefore destabilizing the idea of marriage as every woman’s hope, and as inevitable. Men who made contact with prostitutes and contracted venereal diseases were encouraged to postpone marriage, and in some cases were prohibited from marrying at all. In addition, for those who did get married, the widespread availability of prostitution was believed to induce divorce; many believed that middle-class husbands’ contact with prostitutes and their contraction of venereal disease explained the growing number of wives seeking divorces. Finally, prostitution had caused birth rates to plummet. Falling birth rates among middle-class families were blamed on the sterility caused by venereal infection of wives and mothers by their husbands—“johns” who frequented prostitutes and later inflicted their wives with venereal diseases. Prostitution thus encapsulated discontent over the changes related to the family, and anxiety over women’s traditional roles.

Although Progressives proclaimed prostitution a “social evil” that must be addressed, at the same time, however, these Progressives understood that poverty and economic constraint led to vice. By the early twentieth century, most reformers no longer thought that women turned to prostitution because they were innately immoral. Women reformers believed that in order to lessen “the social evil” every girl should be made

69. See id. at 104-05; ROSEN, supra note 23, at 60; Renan Barzilay, J.S.D. Dissertation, supra note 57, at 52-53.
70. ORLECK, supra note 32, at 62.
72. ROSEN, supra note 23, at 44-45.
73. Id.
74. Id. at 41-45; see also BARBARA HOBSON, UNEASY VIRTUE: THE POLITICS OF PROSTITUTION AND THE AMERICAN REFORM TRADITION (1987).
75. ROSEN, supra note 23, at 40-41.
76. See id. at 14-15, 60; McGERR, supra note 20, at 89.
77. Renan Barzilay, J.S.D. Dissertation, supra note 57, at 53; ROSEN, supra note 23, at 47.
to be self-supporting with a living wage. 78 Women reformers concerned with the family observed that working conditions were creating "the social evil"—gross temptations lay for working women in the form of prostitution, according to reformers. 80

Many Progressive Era reformers believed that the newly industrialized working conditions resulted in "[d]ishonesty and immorality, not from choice but from necessity . . . in order to live." 81 Instead of working for hours on end in miserable conditions and for meager pay in the factory, prostitution offered a quicker reward for some wage-earning women. Toward the end of his life, abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison already remarked: "Between the wages of sin and the wages of the sweatshops, the simple wonder is that so many women in need can hold to lives of chastity." 82 Jane Addams recalled that girls would end their long day in the factory and would stop at the local saloon before a long walk home. There, the factory girl would be drinking alcoholic beverages containing "knockout drops" and subsequently waking up in a disreputable room. 83 Reformers concluded that this gross temptation needed to be prevented. 84

Progressive reformers set to preclude this state of affairs. The visibility and prevalence of prostitution brought about anti-vice crusades. While early campaigns against prostitution consisted of enacting criminal statutes aimed at the pimps and brother keepers who employed prostitutes, 85 government labor bureaus began linking the prevalence of prostitution in the cities to the low wages of women workers in the 1880s and 1890s. 86 By the 1910s, city and state vice commissions, labor bureaus, trade unions, and purity reformers advocated for increasing women’s wages to prevent prostitution. 87 Investigative commissions reported that "[t]he organized vice trade . . . is a challenge to the decent home." 88 Low wages were presumed to

---

78. See McGerr, supra note 20, at 21; Rosen, supra note 23, at 16, 27.
79. See Rosen, supra note 23, at 15, 60.
80. Jane Addams warned: "Let us know the modern city in its weakness and wickedness, and then seek to rectify and purify it until it shall be free at least from the grosser temptations which now beset the young people who are living in its tenement houses and working in its factories." Jane Addams, The Spirit of Youth and City Streets 14 (1930); see also Meyerowitz, supra note 34, at 119.
82. Id.
83. Addams, Twenty Years at Hull House, supra note 29, at 152.
84. Jane Addams stated, "the conviction was forced upon us that long and exhausting hours of work are almost sure to be followed by lurid and exciting pleasures; the power to overcome temptations reaches its limits almost automatically with that of physical resistance." Addams, Hull-House supra note 29, at 136.
85. McGerr, supra note 20, at 90.
86. Weiner, supra note 21, at 74.
87. Id.
be presenting the gravest problem to the "chastity of our women and sanctity of our homes." Labor laws throughout the early decades of the twentieth century were thus enacted with the hope that they would secure "American womanhood." According to some proponents, by aiming to abolish prostitution, a minimum wage would "promote domestic happiness . . . and result in more marriages than this republic has ever seen." Florence Kelley, a Hull House labor reformer, who argued for minimum wage statutes, explained the connection between the prevalence of prostitution and the conditions under which working women labor:

Vice flourishes wherever self-support for honest working women is unusually difficult, and the sweating-system is breaking down to an alarming degree . . . . To establish effective restrictions upon the hours of labor in the needle-trades would equalize the burden borne by these workers, spreading work over more days and weeks, granting more daily leisure, and thus making righteous living easier for tens of thousands of young working people . . . who are now subjected to a pressure to which all too many victims succumb.

Florence Kelley observed that labor conditions induced women into vice. Kelley, interested in the long hours and meager pay in the garment industry, claimed that a society could not go on "with increasing masses of people unable by honest work to live in health and frugal decency.

Rose Schneiderman, an immigrant cap-maker, working-class union organizer, and reformer, having experienced first-hand labor conditions and factory life, more straight-forwardly remarked on the connection between unregulated wages and prostitution. Schneiderman contended that low wages and terrible working conditions often encouraged women to turn to prostitution, explaining that: "[t]he same men who tell us we are angels, send vice commissioners to investigate why girls go wrong. I should think a glance at the pay-roll would give them an answer." Laws regulating women's wages were believed to be essential for prevention of "degeneracy and prostitution" and thus for the protection of the decent family.

89. Id. at 31.
90. Id. at 29, 197-99; MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at 64-65.
91. RUSSELL, supra note 88, at 41; MEYEROWITZ, supra note 34, at 64-65.
92. FLORENCE KELLEY, SOME ETHICAL GAINS THROUGH LEGISLATION 111 (Macmillan Co. ed., 1905).
93. SKLAR, NATION'S WORK, supra note 28, at 206-07.
94. JOSEPHINE GOLDMARK, IMPATIENT CRUSADER 169 (1953).
95. Rose Schneiderman was a cap-worker turned Women's Trade Union League organizer and federal administrator, a long-time working-class activist. See generally ORLECK, supra note 32.
96. Rose Schneiderman, The Industrial Women's Need of the Vote, reprinted in ROSEN, supra note 23, at 137.
97. WEINER, supra note 21, at 75.
Lobbying efforts for minimum wage legislation for women, however, were curtailed by 1923.98

C. Promoting Labor Legislation and Maternal Functions

Laws regulating women’s wages are only half of the story. Most reformers and many jurists saw legislation regulating women's working hours (also known as “protective legislation”) primarily as a safeguard to future motherhood, by protecting the physical and moral health of women workers.99

The reasons given by three important groups—the American Federation of Labor (AFL), working-class women, and middle-class women—to promote labor legislation for women are representative of Progressive Era arguments about women’s working hour regulation. Around the turn of the century, family respectability was often measured by the husband's ability to provide for the family, as manifested by the presence of a non-wage-earning wife.100 Working-class men aspired to better their working conditions by voluntarily and freely unionizing, rather than advocating for legislation, as the latter was deemed, “insulting to their manhood.”101 The AFL, the largest labor organization at the turn of the century consisting almost exclusively of craft unions of male, skilled and usually Anglo workers,102 felt strongly that women need not be in the marketplace workforce, and the organization preached that women, especially wives, belong at home.103 AFL journals insisted that women worked for unnecessary “pin money” (or luxuries) and that every woman employed displaced a man in need of a job.104 The AFL further claimed that women’s participation in the marketplace labor force brings down wages to the lowest limits.105 With the highest paying factory jobs reserved for men, unions, including the AFL, assisted this commonplace but unofficial gender hierarchy in the workplace.106 The AFL was explicit about its ideology and the connection between legislative labor measures and the construction of a

98. See infra Part II.C (discussing Adkins v. Children’s Hospital of D.C., 261 U.S. 525 (1923)).
99. WEINER, supra note 21, at 69-70.
101. See id. at 23-24, 29; MCGERR, supra note 20, at 19; MARY ANDERSON, WOMAN AT WORK: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MARY ANDERSON AS TOLD TO MARY WINSLOW 77 (Univ. of Minn. Press ed., 1951).
102. MCGERR, supra note 20, at 32.
103. Id. at 131-32, 136.
104. Id. at 131; KESSLER-HARRIS, OUT TO WORK, supra note 25, at 153-54.
105. See KESSLER-HARRIS, OUT TO WORK, supra note 25, at 153-59; MCGERR, supra note 20, at 132.
106. See KESSLER-HARRIS, OUT TO WORK, supra note 25, at 157-58, 171.
family model of male-breadwinning and female-homemaking. It proclaimed:

We stand for the principle that it is wrong to permit any of the female sex of our country to be forced to work, as we believe that the man should be provided with a fair wage in order to keep his female relatives from going to work . . . . The man is the provider and should receive enough for his labor to give his family a respectable living.107

The AFL advocated for special protective legislation for women-only, encouraging women to be removed from “everyday walks of life and relegate them to the home.”108 For example, the AFL supported a ban on operating foot-power machinery and asked Congress to remove all women from government employment in 1898. The AFL’s relative support of labor regulation for women, such as restriction on work hours, assisted in reinforcing workplace gender hierarchy.

Working-class women also saw labor regulation as essential, believing that labor regulation would advance their working conditions, opportunities, and wages, and would put them on more even grounds with male workers in the more powerful unions.109 Working-class women at the time were banned from joining the powerful unions because of their sex,110 and instead tried to organize in trade unions specifically established for women in order to gain the benefits of minimum wages and reasonable hours.111 However, women’s trade unions lacked the power of their male counterparts. Women workers were hard to organize as many were relegated to the lowest paying and most seasonal industries.112 For women like working-class reformer Mary Anderson, labor regulation provided a more even footage with male wage earners, and thus was a means of improving women’s financial independence and living standards.113 Creating decent standards of living was her primary reason for regulation. Anderson did not see labor
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regulation as necessary only for women, but believed it could be more easily obtainable for women because of their maternal functions.114

Middle-class women reformers, settlement workers, and consumer clubs also advocated for improved working conditions for women, but they, however, emphasized the necessity of labor regulation for its protection of women's future child-bearing and child-rearing maternal functions. Middle-class reformers held a rather traditional understanding of the relationship between labor and the family, holding, primarily, that women should work only when they had to, and that their primary roles were as mothers.115 Jane Addams sometimes suggested that restrictions on night work for women were important because of women's household responsibilities,116 not imagining a different reworking of those responsibilities. Florence Kelley opposed health insurance proposals that would provide wage earning women with medical benefits for childbirth or maternity leave from work because she feared it would tempt husbands to keep their wives in the marketplace labor force. Married women who engaged in wage labor were often denied child care services in settlement house communities.117 Well aware of the toll of long hours and meager pay of toiling women, however, Kelley believed that industrial conditions made it virtually impossible for workers to maintain a life of decency and good health.118 This belief was supported by data showing that long hours had detrimental effects on birthrates and infant mortality.119 Kelley, along with other progressive reformers, and the National Consumers' League (NCL) lobbied state legislatures to pass bills to regulate the hours of labor.120 State legislatures around the country, pressured by reformers, passed protective labor laws in the years that followed the turn of the century.
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Despite compelling rationales for regulating labor, employers resisted these labor regulations and challenged their validity in court. The well-known hour-law case, Muller v. Oregon, demonstrates how labor regulation was supported and upheld by arguments about protecting maternal functions. In 1903, Oregon legislators prohibited employers from allowing women to work more than ten-hour days in places that operated mechanical equipment. Laundry owner Curt Muller violated the law by requiring Emma Gotcher, his employee, to work overtime. As a result of the violation, Oregon pressed criminal charges against Muller. But between the time when Oregon passed its ten-hour workday cap for women and when Muller violated it, the Supreme Court issued its famous ruling in Lochner v. New York. In Lochner, the Court invalidated a New York hour law for bakers on the ground that labor legislation interfered with a right of contract between employer and employee protected by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Muller argued, based on Lochner, that the Oregon law violated his right to contract and was an unconstitutional use of the state's police power. When the law was upheld in the Oregon courts, and Muller sought review by the Supreme Court, Progressive labor reformers feared that "[t]he Supreme Court might follow the Lochner precedent ... and cripple the movement for worker protection." These reformers hoped that the women's ten-hour law in Muller could be distinguished from the general hour law that was held unconstitutional in Lochner. The State of Oregon enlisted Florence Kelley and the NCL to help defend the Oregon law. NCL, in turn, asked the help of a young lawyer named Louis Brandeis, a relative of an NCL staff member, to argue Oregon's case before the Supreme Court. Instead of challenging Lochner directly, Oregon sought "to win back one-half the loaf," by showing that
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women were a special class that needed the protection by the state. They agreed they would need data to support Oregon’s case, including statistical evidence. Oregon’s brief in Muller, commonly known as the “Brandeis Brief”, cast working-women as mothers or future mothers, in need of protective labor regulation for the health of their maternal functions and that of future generations. The Supreme Court followed Oregon’s reasoning and upheld the Oregon law; all-the-while the Court stressed women’s specific physiological maternal functions. Encouraged by the Muller outcome, Kelley believed that labor legislation for women might be the entering wedge that would clear the way for labor regulation for both men and women in the future. Directly after Muller, similar hour laws were passed for women around the country. In 1923, the U.S. Supreme Court delivered a blow to reformers’ efforts to provide minimum wage for women workers. Its decision in Adkins v. Children’s Hospital of D.C. declared minimum wage for women unconstitutional. The Court held that after the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920 granting suffrage, women no longer needed gender-specific minimum wage legislation that would restrict their liberty of contract. However, the same Court held that hour-laws are still valid because of women’s “maternal functions and also in the fact that historically woman has always been dependent on man.”

While working women and middle-class reformers shared the goal of regulating labor, the two groups nonetheless had different experiences of labor. Middle-class reformers were often concerned with domesticity, preservation of maternal roles, and the future of the race. Some historians believe that for reformers like Jane Addams, protective labor regulation was
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primarily a means to preserve some of the elements of middle-class domesticity. Working-class women reformers primarily believed that labor regulation would “compensate” them for their unequal bargaining power and would steer the way for general regulation of working conditions. Mary Anderson, a working-class reformer, explained it was possible to enact such legislation for women because of great apprehensibility regarding their capacity for procreation:

All these kinds of regulatory laws have been obtainable for women because women’s special needs were more evident to the public than were the needs of other workers, and there was widespread appreciation of the importance of conserving the health of the actual and potential mothers of future generations.

There was, however, general agreement, as one contemporary scholar noted, that labor legislation is concerned “both with women’s economic position and with their changing position in the family and society.” Labor regulation was thus embedded with family construction.

By the 1930s, increasing numbers of working wives were participating in the labor force. Yet many believed that working mothers and wives would further undermine the institution of marriage, as working wives would no longer need their husbands’ economic support, especially if they were to be paid a reasonable wage. Others thought that the family might dissolve altogether:

[The dissolution of the family is going on so fast, and the old vilification of the woman who asserts her claim to motherhood without the slavery of marriage is dying out so fast, that we shall doubtless live to see a very widespread modification of public opinion on the subject . . . . This, with the daily increasing economic self-dependence of women is greatly undermining the status of marriage.

Working-class woman and shirtwaist organizer, Mollie Schepps, echoed the anxiety that women’s work in the marketplace would end marriage and undermine the family. She believed women’s working conditions ought to be made better by regulating labor regardless of their impact on marriage.
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In response to claims that women need not work but instead rely on their husband's providership, Schepps said:

There are some . . . who claim that if women's salaries were made equal to men's, women would be more likely to work outside the home, thus degrading the sanctity of marriage. 'If long, miserable hours and starvation wages are the only means men can find to encourage marriage . . . it is a very poor compliment to themselves.'

As part of their continuing quest to regulate labor, women also advocated for the establishment of a federal administrative body to collect data on women's working conditions. In 1920, Congress held hearings over the establishment of such a body, the Women's Bureau in the Department of Labor. These hearings also demonstrated how conflated labor regulation was with growing concerns over the future of the family and women's maternal functions. Congressman John Raker, a Democrat from California, spoke of women's delicate maternal functions, which merited their protection by the state. The Congressman stated that when women leave work "they must leave it with strong, healthy minds and bodies, so that they may do their functions . . . and contribute to the vitality of coming generations." When the Women's Bureau was finally established, Mary Anderson was appointed as its head, and served as Director of the Bureau from its establishment in 1920 throughout the New Deal.

Studies conducted by the Women's Bureau showed that by the 1930s, women comprised a quarter of the market place labor force, still clustered, however, in a few occupational fields—predominately domestic and personal services. Of those females who were professionals, mostly were teachers and nurses, when the Depression struck.

D. Husband as Breadwinner and Wife as Dependent in Federal Labor Regulation

Ten years after the establishment of the Women's Bureau, the United States entered the Great Depression. During the Depression women continued to increase their numbers in the workforce, as they had in
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previous decades. Most working-women were married, middle-class, middle-aged white women, who entered the labor market as their husbands’ employment opportunities became increasingly scarce. For the most part, wage-earning women were able to find employment in a narrow range of occupations that tended to offer the lowest pay and fewest opportunities for advancement. Out of every ten working women, three were in clerical or sales occupations, two were factory operatives (especially in the garment industries), two were employed as domestic servants, one was a professional (usually a nurse or teacher), and one worked in personal service jobs (such as cooks, waitresses, and beauticians). African American women were two times more likely to be employed than white women, and they overwhelmingly labored as domestics and agricultural workers.

Given that the Great Depression was a time of dire unemployment, women’s work came under massive heat. Many opposed women’s marketplace employment saying that women took jobs away from men: heads of families who needed them most. Others continued to voice the “pin money” argument, according to which women’s employment was secondary to men’s as women worked for luxuries while men worked to support their families. In response to such claims, in 1932, Congress enacted a law that prohibited married women from being employed by the government if their husbands held federal jobs.

Amidst the economic downturn, Anderson, Addams, NCL activists, and former reformer turned Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins, used President Roosevelt’s election and the national crisis as an opportunity to advance their goal of providing “decent” labor standards through regulation. Women reformers continued to be active advocates of labor reform in the states. In 1933, the NCL decided to renew its efforts to enact minimum wages for women after the Adkins decision. The NCL drafted a minimum wage bill to adhere to the requirement of the Adkins majority. The bill
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became law in New York in 1933 and similar bills were passed thereafter in several states, including Washington, whose bill stood at the center of the soon-to-be-famous *West Coast Hotel* litigation.

In March 1937, the Supreme Court reversed its previous decisions on labor regulations, upholding minimum wage legislation for women in *West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish*. The decision held that women’s circumstances in the market and the public interest warranted accepting minimum wage regulation for women. *West Coast Hotel* cited *Muller* as precedent, and the Court also held that there was no inherent barrier to the state’s power under the Constitution to restrict individuals’ freedom of contract. That meant that such laws may be enacted for both women and men. Reformer’s “entering wedge” seemed to be working.

After the ground-shifting *West Coast Hotel* decision, the prospects of a national wage and hour bill were promising. Despite Roosevelt’s belief that wages would not go back to previous levels, he now needed a measure to reunite the Democratic Party after the schism caused by his court-packing plan. He turned to his Secretary of Labor, Frances Perkins to begin drafting a wage and hour bill that would become a basis for the FLSA. The FLSA was a centerpiece of New Deal Labor Legislation advanced by President Roosevelt during the Great Depression. Its major provisions established a minimum-wage floor, and maximum-hours with an overtime provision, for employees engaged in interstate commerce. However, its goals were not just the spreading of work and saving the economy. The FLSA was also designed to promote “decent standards” by reinstating the “decent” family, with its husband-as-breadwinner and the wife-as-dependent model.

During the Congressional debates reformers’ discourse on “decent standards” permeated the legislative history. The President addressed
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Congress, urging favorable consideration of the bill\textsuperscript{171} in order to "maintain wage increases and the purchasing power."\textsuperscript{172} The NCL led lobbying efforts for the FLSA, seeing it as an embodiment of the NCL’s work over several decades to promote decent standards of labor.\textsuperscript{173} For example, when the Joint Committee of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor met on June 2, 1937 for hearings on the FLSA, Lucy Mason of the NCL stated that "[w]hen a floor is put beneath wages and a ceiling to hours, decent employment practices will be protected."\textsuperscript{174} Mason continued emphasizing the idea of decent living by saying: "there are too many instances of longer hours and wages not sufficient to yield decent living."\textsuperscript{175} Additionally, John Lewis from the Committee for Industrial Organization (CIO), one of the largest labor organizations in America at the time, stated that attempts to establish minimum wages were based on a "standard of living . . . embodying elements of decency and comfort."\textsuperscript{176} Participants at the Congressional hearings wanted to establish wages that were "necessary to maintain a decent standard of living,"\textsuperscript{177} achieve a "decent living,"\textsuperscript{178} and create the "conditions . . . adequate to maintain even a rudimentary minimum standard of living."\textsuperscript{179}

Not only did the productive meanings pertaining to a limitation on hours and a floor under wages, the discourse on decency also held repressing meanings pertaining to the "decent family"—or a family in which gender roles were fixed: the husband was the provider and the wife stayed at home. Women were in large part the initiators of wage and hour regulation and, for a good deal of time, its primary subjects. However, by the time the national government was ready to enact national labor standards, in the midst of the Depression, the focus of public concern about unemployment was on working men, who were understood as providers for their families.\textsuperscript{180}

Indeed, almost two decades after suffrage and with women increasingly entering the marketplace workforce, the crisis of the Depression created increased anxiety about the prospects of male
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breadwinners to uphold their traditional gender roles and a "decent" family. A speaker representing employees said during the Congressional debates over the FLSA that:

I know of nothing that is a greater burden on the mind of the employed worker and his family than constantly, day by day, to be facing the possibility of dismissal from employment through the introduction of labor-saving devices, or changes in industry . . . . It is a day-by-day worry that impacts heavily upon the wife, the children, and the wage earner himself.\footnote{181}

During the FLSA Congressional Hearings, remarks such as those abounded, suggesting underlying assumptions about the family and anxiety about change in the traditional gendered roles of its members. This shows that there was much more that was regulated in the FLSA than hours and wages.

Such anxieties about the traditional gender roles in the family are clearly present in the legislative record. John Lewis, representing CIO, stated in support of the FLSA that the bill would reinstate the worker, understood as male, as his family’s provider: “The labor movement with which I am associated is interested in securing for every American unskilled or semiskilled worker a living wage—that is to say, a minimum income upon which he can maintain himself and his family at a level of healthy and decent living . . . .”\footnote{182}

Lewis continued to explain that labor regulation should promote the male-as-breadwinner family model cherished by the American public:

It is possible, for instance, that a cotton-mill family, in which the husband, the wife, and say three adolescent children, are all employed in the mill, may obtain a very good income by their combined efforts. But this practice is destructive to all that we cherish most in our American institutions. Normally, a husband and father should be able to earn enough to support his family . . . . I am violently opposed to a system which by degrading the earnings of adult males, makes it economically necessary for wives and children to become supplementary wage earners, and then says “[s]ee the nice income of this family.”\footnote{183}

Throughout the legislative debates over the Act there was an underlying concept of family promoted; a concept in which the husband was provider and he was the major actor in the market place. This is evident by remarks that the law refers to the “[t]he worker and his family,”\footnote{184} and is intended for the worker to “provide a minimum standard of living to maintain himself and his family.”\footnote{185} In a statement made by the Department of
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Justice, a fair wage was considered "what the man ought to get . . . to keep 
him alive . . . if the man was going to live in a decent way." And it was 
argued on the record that the minimum wage should be such that "a man 
could maintain his wife and children." As one of the speakers put it: 
"[w]e ought to establish a wage that is a reasonable minimum for a man 
who is head of an average American family" so that the law will in fact 
"prevent the continuation of wages that are so low that it is impossible for 
families to live in decency and reasonable comfort." And later, "[i]f 
anyone believed that the head of the family, with a wife and two children, 
and that is the average for the nation, can exist decently on less than $16 a 
week, let us hear from those people." A traditional model of family, and 
gender roles, with the husband as breadwinner and his wife as domestic 
homemaker was thus promoted and reinforced as "decent" in the 
Congressional debates.

Understanding the legislative debates as geared towards the husband-
as-breadwinner family model, it should come as no surprise, then, that a 
great many of women workers were ultimately excluded from the benefits 
of the FLSA. While jurisprudential explanations pertaining to the Federal 
government's power to regulate commerce in accordance with the 
commerce clause have been offered for women's relative exclusion from 
the Act, attention to the aforementioned debates reveals that family, and 
particularly the gendered divisions of labor in the decent family, provide 
additional meaning to their exclusions. When the FLSA was passed in 
1938, it embodied the core vision of the women reformers: it limited 
working hours for both men and women and set a minimum wage. But 
the Act prescribed a national requirement for payment of minimum wages 
and for limitation on work hours for workers whose occupations were 
judged to be in the flow of "interstate commerce." While the principle of 
decent working standards was established by the federal government in the 
Act, it importantly applied only to those who were working in "interstate 
commerce," leaving out of its scope many African Americans, immigrants 
and women, who were working in commercial activities deemed
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"intrastate." A month after the Act's passage, the Women's Bureau applauded the advances made for the four million women workers employed in industries to which the law applied, mainly the garment and textile industries. It also pointed to the large portions of female wage earners, almost five million, who were outside the Act's "interstate" realm: they included retail workers, laundry and cleaning operatives, canner workers, waitresses, hotel and restaurant employees, beauticians, agricultural laborers, household employees, and many clerical workers.

Women were disproportionately excluded from the realm of the FLSA. Their exclusion may be explained not only due to the jurisprudential framework of interstate commerce, but also by pointing to the anxiety reflected in the legislative debates over the future fate of the traditional familial gender roles. The Act was ultimately aimed at those seen as breadwinners—heads of families—husbands—and it rested on a particular concept of family, one in which the husband is breadwinner and his wife is not a real worker. Importantly, while the West Coast Hotel decision, which cleared the way for the FLSA, relied on Muller's limitation on excess hours for women, the FLSA was aimed primarily at real workers as its beneficiaries. The FLSA did not prohibit excess hours but rather required overtime pay. The FLSA was thus aimed primarily at heads of households and reinstated a particular mode of familial gender roles and power dynamics.

Some women reformers who had lobbied for labor regulation no doubt shared this traditional idea of family decency. Many preached that all mothers breastfeed their children, and insisted that mothers should not rely on outside help for their rearing. Indeed most women reformers were part of this middle-class culture which considered it a tenant of life "that when a woman married—or certainly no later than her first pregnancy—she would quit her job." Julia Lathrop, Hull House alumna and Director of the Children's Bureau, could not have been clearer: "Let us not deceive ourselves: the power to maintain a decent family living standard is the primary essential of child welfare. This means a living wage and wholesome working life for the man, a good and skillful mother at home to keep the house and comfort all within it." Middle-class reformers such as Lathrop believed that a full time career could not be sustained successfully
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by a wife and mother. Scholars, therefore, often depict the progressive reformers, the Hull House residents who formed, staffed, and led bureaucratic agencies, as “maternalists” who “deplored the labor-force participation of married women and made the protection of mothers and children their political priority.”

Most late nineteenth and early twentieth century women reformers accepted a traditional gendered system of labor and family, which saw earning as the sole responsibility of husbands and unpaid domestic labor as the only proper long term occupation for women. Rather than a system of labor and family which enabled both men and women to take care of their families while at the same time engaging in paid labor. According to leading scholars, the most prominent activists’ adherence to this ideology blinded them to the need for broader governmental policies that would enable women to work to support families, such as better jobs, job training, and wage subsidies. This may explain how repressive decency went relatively unchallenged.

However, scholarly attention primarily to middle-class reformers has perhaps obscured some ambiguity with regard to the idea of the traditional “decent” family, ambiguity more vocally expressed by working-class reformers. Mary Anderson, Director of the Women’s Bureau and a former factory worker, envisioned wage work as an important component of women’s lives, identity and independence. Her idea of a “decent” family was therefore somewhat different from that of fellow reformers. During the Depression and New Deal, wives with paying jobs became the target of economic discrimination, on the widely accepted theory that the unemployment crisis would be solved if married women left the marketplace labor force. Anderson attempted to dispose the “pin money” theory under which such laws were considered. Anderson thought the “pin money” theory was the basis for two forms of discrimination: the first was the opposition to married women’s employment; the second was the lower wages women earned in comparison to men. Anderson was
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LABOR REGULATION AS FAMILY REGULATION

2012

Concerned with both the tendency to do away with married women's work and to lower women's wages.\(^{210}\)

While most women in the middle-class reform network did not advocate that married women should work, and many insisted that employment is incompatible with wifehood, Anderson found the discrimination against married women's employment especially bothersome, claiming that "[a]mong all the discriminations against women, I think the agitation against the employment of married women is one of the most unjust and unsound."\(^{211}\) Recollecting, Anderson says: "all through my life I have had to meet the question of whether or not married women should work for wages. The opposition to their employment always becomes very acute when there was a shortage of jobs."\(^{212}\) Despite opposition and an acute shortage of jobs, Anderson publicly defended the married women who were working for wages during the Depression.\(^{213}\) Amidst "a growing movement in the United States to bar married women from gainful employment,"\(^{214}\) Anderson argued that "American women are eager to grasp opportunities for work and careers or for marriage, home and children, or both."\(^{215}\) Anderson encountered a great deal of opposition to her promotion of married women's employment during the Depression.\(^{216}\)

Indeed, married women's employment undermined the core of the traditional middle-class "decent" family in which the husband was breadwinner alone and the wife was homemaker.

---

210. See Statement from October 4, 1932, microformed on Anderson Papers, supra note 109, at reel 1, frames 481-82; see also ANDERSON, WOMAN AT WORK, supra note 101, at 104, 139-40. Under Mary Anderson's guidance, the Women's Bureau investigated the share of wage-earning women in family support. The investigation reflected that many women were supporting their families and themselves. In Women's Bureau investigations, Mary Anderson found "that over half" of the women reported of had given all earnings to their family support, and some were heads of families of two or more persons. WOMEN'S BUREAU, U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, BULLETIN NO. 63, THE SHARE OF WAGE-EARNING WOMEN IN FAMILY SUPPORT IN 1935 (1936); WOMEN'S BUREAU, U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, BULLETIN NOS. 84-85, WOMEN IN THE ECONOMY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (1937).

211. ANDERSON, WOMAN AT WORK, supra note 101, at 155. Anderson continued: "It is based on the false theory that all married women have someone to support them. That is a theory that we in the Women's Bureau have proved time and again is not true." Id.

212. Id. at 155.

213. Robert Crawford, About Well-Known Folk in Books, Art, Politics, D.C. STAR article, no date available, microformed on Anderson Papers, supra note 109, at reel 4, frame 740.


216. Memorandum from Mary Anderson (June 9, 1939), microformed on Anderson Papers, supra note 109, at reel 1, frame 840. As an organizer already, she was frustrated that many young girls don't join unions because they believed they would soon get married. She did not share the feeling, claiming that "I thought as a young girl, that I would get married too, but somewhere I lost myself in my work and never felt that marriage would give me the security I wanted." ANDERSON, WOMAN AT WORK, supra note 101, at 65.
Working-class reformers like Anderson and Rose Schneiderman, developed a more ambivalent stance on the relationship between labor and family, envisioning greater equality between the sexes and valuing women’s labor-force participation.\(^{217}\) In line with the belief in promoting better wages for working women, they pushed for the section in the FLSA prohibiting sex discrimination in setting the minimum wage.\(^{218}\) Schneiderman had been working in the National Recovery Administration (NRA) board in 1933; she and Anderson saw first-hand how women were prescribed lower wages than men when NRA boards established codes.\(^{219}\) By the time Perkins’ bill had reached Congress, women were no longer the main focus of the nation’s unemployment concern, so advocates had to be assertive in order to ensure that women reaped some benefits of the Act. Anderson, by then a seasoned administrator who had objected to the NRA discriminatory codes, pushed for the section prohibiting sex discrimination in setting the minimum wage under the FLSA.\(^{220}\) While most female dominated jobs did not fall under the purview of interstate commerce, for those who worked in manufacturing the assertion of equal minimum wages was a crucial aspect of the bill. For Anderson it was essential that the FLSA prohibit sex classification so that when administrative committees met to set higher wages, they could not set lower, differential pay for women (as they had in under the NRA).\(^{221}\) Anderson was instrumental in inscribing a provision in federal law for establishing equal wages.

During the FLSA’s Congressional Hearings, the Secretary of Labor was repeatedly asked whether wages would be the same for women and men. In an important dialogue between Frances Perkins and Senator La Follette, Perkins explained that minimum wages would be the same for both men and women:

\begin{quote}
Secretary Perkins: I mean the minimum wage should be fixed for the occupation and not according to the age or sex of the employee.

Senator La Follette: For the occupation?

Secretary Perkins: Yes.\(^{222}\)
\end{quote}

This was not an obvious move. Years later, Anderson claimed that the clause prohibiting differential pay according to sex in establishing minimum wage, as found in section 8(c) of the Act, was nearly jeopardized.

\(^{217}\) See ORLECK, supra note 32, at 6.

\(^{218}\) ANDERSON, WOMAN AT WORK, supra note 101, at 147-49; GORDON, supra note 139, at 195.


\(^{221}\) ANDERSON, WOMAN AT WORK, supra note 101, at 147-49.

\(^{222}\) Hearings, supra note 170, at 187 (Statement of Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins).
Anderson’s recollection of the exchange between Perkins and Senator La Follette is telling:

It was an anxious time for me while the hearings on the bill were going on. The secretary of labor was going to appear and the solicitor of the department, Gerard [Gerald] Reilly, was working up her testimony. I talked to him and said, “Well, Gerry, I think we had better put in something for her to say about the same minimum for men and women” . . . . Unfortunately, when she came to that part she left out the two lines . . . . When the hearing was over, I nearly died because not a word has been said about the same minimum for men and women. The newspaperwomen all rushed up to me and asked why she left that out. I answered “God Knows! Go up and ask her” But before they had a chance to, Senator Robert La Follette asked if she did not think that women should have the same minimum as men. She said, “Yes,” and I heaved a sigh of relief. As she went out she said to me, “I fixed that all right, didn’t I?”

Understanding the addition of this provision against the background of debates, offers an even more complex reading of ‘decency’ in the FLSA, suggesting nonetheless a less stable conception of the traditional family, at least among working-class women reformers.

III.

PERFORMING INTERPRETATION

In light of the fact that labor law has taken part in the reproduction of a particularly gendered, dated, and contested family model, and that the FLSA’s major provisions on hours and wages have gone basically unmodified, it is time to redesign labor law to better correspond with current ideas about gender roles within the family.

For example, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act recently added an important provision to the FLSA requiring reasonable break time for nursing mothers. This provision was enacted to encourage working mothers, to extract breast milk for their infants during work, on the grounds that nursing contributes to infants’ health. It requires employers to provide “reasonable” breaks for working mothers to extract breast milk for her nursing child for a period of up to one year after the child’s birth. The provision specifies that breastfeeding breaks do not count as compensable time unless otherwise designated by the employer, meaning that such breaks, while allowed, are unpaid. The provision also requires larger employers (those with 50 or more employees) to provide a location, other

---

than a bathroom, that is shielded from view and free from intrusion by co-workers or the public, which may be used by an employee to extract breast milk. Smaller institutions are exempt from the location provision, if complying would create an "undue hardship." The 2010 FLSA provision takes an important step towards bringing federal regulation in line with contemporary conceptions of gender and work. The 2010 provision has acknowledged that the family has changed: working mothers, even mothers of very small children, comprise an important part of the labor force.\textsuperscript{226} The familial gender hierarchy of the 1930s, while far from disappearing, has decreased, to the contentment of feminists and civil-rights activists.

But the FLSA's exclusions, and the fact that long hours are not prohibited by law (as was in \textit{Muller}) but merely penalized by overtime pay, contribute to the way the labor market regards its workers, and to the persistence of a dated family model. Long hours, for example, correspond with the so-called "ideal" worker norm. Long hours at work necessarily mean that one may either work or take care of one's family, not both. Today's labor market still regards a worker without familial care-taking responsibilities (usually husbands), as the normative worker, a real worker, and an ideal worker.\textsuperscript{227} Hence, the labor market is still based on the male-breadwinner woman-homemaker family model.

However, this gendered family model is a focus of growing critique for its detrimental effects on women (and men).\textsuperscript{228} Labor policies that envision a more gender egalitarian family model have come into place in other countries,\textsuperscript{229} and feminist scholars in the U.S. have, for some time now, urged a robust reconfiguration of the family-work matrix. The 2010 amendment to the FLSA takes a step towards such reconfiguration: a "wedge," if you will, in the labor market's attitude toward questions of accommodating familial care-taking. The amendment redirects focus to health, to workers' well-being, and to acknowledging that work places need to take into consideration responsibilities for families. The next step must
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involve robust recognition of parental (not only maternal) responsibilities, which will make it feasible and practical for men and women to take active and meaningful parts in the labor market and the family.

CONCLUSION

The history of the FLSA demonstrates that entangled within the regulation of labor was a vision of who should work in the market, and of the nature of family. Looking closely at this entangled history, it becomes evident that labor legislation did much more than regulate hours and wages. It regulated family. Through deciding on wages and hours of work, labor regulation inscribed the husband-breadwinner wife-homemaker model into law. Federal labor regulation knowingly, albeit indirectly, intervened in the marital relationship to decide who would be “doing the dishes.”

The constant concern with family, in the context of regulating labor, challenges the prevailing notion that law, especially federal law, does not actively construct the family dynamics or the inner workings of marriage relationships. In fact, as this narrative shows, constructing modes of family life and regulating the family should be more clearly understood as longstanding goals of federal labor regulation. Since this is the case, labor regulation can be used and revised to better suit today’s families and contemporary ideas about men and women’s participation in the labor market and in the family.